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Introduction
Growth has been synonymous with the MSP industry for the past decade. However it’s, a completely
different story when it comes to sales and marketing: Close to one in two MSPs struggle with their sales
and marketing efforts.
It’s why even with healthy growth, many MSPs are unable to scale. Without a large customer pool, growth
remains stagnant or in other cases dips down mercilessly. In short, a well-executed sales and marketing
strategy allows you to expand your business with ease.
So, what do we mean by a well-executed sales and marketing strategy?
It is simply sales and marketing efforts that generate revenue without burning a hole in your pocket. If
your strategy is taking out more cash than you are bringing in, it’s all just a waste.
This whitepaper will focus on improving sales and lead-generation efforts so your business can cash in big
numbers without exhausting too many of its resources.
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Sales: Get the Process Right
A sloppy sales process can put even the best sales person in shambles. All you’re left with are missed
sales opportunities and an unjustified cost of labor. Instead, put time and money in building an effective
sales process that potentially can lead to a 28% improvement in revenue.
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A solid sales process needs
a solid foundation

The difference between an efficient and mediocre sales process is the strength of the foundations. That’s why you
need to work your sales process from the bottom up and not the other way around.
The two elements you should start with:
Identify your audience
Imagine a car salesman trying to sell a convertible to a family with 2 newborn babies. What are the chances the
salesman would actually be successful? Probably none. Similarly, your sales people cannot convert if they don’t know
the customers to whom they are selling.
To find out who you can sell, it is best to create a customer profile. Key componenets include:
Size of the company
Industry
The problems they are facing
The decision maker(s)
The information will help create various customer profiles, allowing you to tailor messages that resonate well with
each type of customer.
Use the power of data
A sales process driven by data makes for concentrated and strategic decisions as opposed to making snap judgements
based on assumptions. In fact, a study by Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) shows that 60% of B2B professionals believe
data plays an integral role in generating revenue for their organization.
Here are a few ways data takes your sales game to the next level:
Quick decisions. Data-driven decisions speed up the decision-making process of your sales team. They can make
		
a confident call by simply looking at the data
Adaptable. Data allows you to tailor messages, enabling your sales team to adapt as per the prospect’s needs
Competitive. Rapid experimentations coupled with quick execution gives the sales team a competitive edge

Sales: Get the Process Right
The sales process refers to a specific set of actions that the sales team follows to close a new customer.
Take a look at this sales flow process, which gives clear directions on what a sales person is supposed to
do once a lead comes in.
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The process

Prospect Interested in Your Service

Lead Comes In
Did the prospect ﬁll in their contact info correctly?
Are the prospect’s requirments feasible?
Do they have a valid website?

Is it a valuable lead
with real interest?

NO

YES

Email Prospect

Call Prospect
Make sure you have a call script

NO
Responded?

NO
Follow up Email

Answered Phone?

YES

YES

Continue Conversation

Not a valuable lead
All leads are not the same. Some might be more valuable than others. The tricky part is to ensure the sales team
spends less time on the not-so-valuable leads so they have more time to convert the valuable ones. This helps to
allocate resources, which results in actual revenue for your business.
To save time and money, create email templates and automate them once a lead comes in. However, there are certain
things you need to keep in mind when sending these kinds of emails.
Personalized. Address with the first name, mix it up with an engaging subject line and a tone that feels like a
real person has written the email
Informative. Include documents like product briefs, pricing, and any other pieces of information that will help
prospects in the decision-making process
Timely. Ideally, send the email right after the prospect has inquired about your services and shown interest
Assertive. The tone of the email should clearly communicate that you know what you’re talking about
Measure. If the open rates are disappointing, draft another email. Keep tweaking until you get the desired
results

Sales: Get the Process Right
Take a look at this example:
Subject: [First Name], thanks for reaching out
i.e. “John thanks for reaching out”
Hi [First Name],
I’m a Sales Executive here at [Your Company Name] and I’d be happy to talk to you about services. You’ve mention
that you at looking for [insert requirements]. Can we schedule a quick call to show you how we could help solve your
problems? It would give you good insight into how [Your Company Name] can deliver for your business.
Are you available on [pick date]?
Regards,
[Signature]
Valuable lead
Warm leads need a warmer approach; hence, phone calls. A call is
infinitely more personal than an email since prospects get a better
taste of your value proposition. It’s no wonder, phone calls have a
better conversion rate than emails. A good phone script is a key
factor in closing valuable leads, but here’s where it gets tricky: A rigid
script will make you seem like a robot, while a loose script leads to a
weak pitch.
You want the script to be on point while ensuring it doesn’t sound
as if it’s coming out of a teleprompter. To create a script that works,
focus on all three stages of the call.
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STAGE

Read prospect information and requirements if available
Open prospect website and learn about their business
Do a LinkedIn search and learn about the potential decision maker
Build a list of questions to ask during the call
Call shortly after the lead comes in. It shows good service

PRE-CALL
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STAGE

Start by introducing your business: 20-second elevator pitch and introduction
Ask questions, it will help you build a profile and better understand the prospect’s needs
Collect answers and save them in your CRM system
Follow the 80/20 rule: Let prospects do the majority of the talking and you do the listening

DURING THE CALL
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STAGE

Log all the call activities along with the notes into your CRM system
Set up a follow-up task

POST CALL

Sales: Get the Process Right
Follow-up strategy
The most important aspect of a sales person’s relationship with a prospect is the follow up. It’s about how you
remain engaged and involved with the lead throughout the sales process. Unfortunately, many sales reps give up out
of frustration or a burnt ego.
Consistent commitment to a prospect until a definitive end has been reached is key to closing deals, especially big
ones. To build a strong follow-up strategy from the get-go:
•
•
•

Typically, send a follow-up email within two days of the first contact
Keep it short and direct
Bonus tip: Busy people like to be around busy people. Show prospects you’re busy,
this will create a mutual respect, getting your message the much-needed attention

44%

Subject: [reply directly
to last thread]

of sales people give up
on a lead after a
single follow up

Hi [First Name],
Just checking up on
the below, are you
free early next week
for a quick 20 minute
conversation?
Sent from iPhone

It gives a sense of busyness
since you have sent an
email on-the-go.
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Tools

The right tools will help you build an efficient sales process.
Consider:
Yesware
Toutapp
Hubspot
Insidesales

Lead Generation
A staggering 80% of marketers say their lead-generation efforts are only slightly or somewhat effective. Shocked?
Actually, it’s worse. Businesses are bleeding money due to the extravagant spending on lead-generation strategies that
are turning out poor results.
The reason why, even with all the resources, lead-generation efforts fail is because there’s no start-to-finish process.
Stop seeing lead generation as a ‘campaign’ instead, treat it like a supply chain process; one that consistently performs
and produces qualified leads, leading to consistent sales.
A start-to-finish model to get your lead generation up and running consists of:
1. Building a reputation online
2. Website optimization
3. SEO
4. Adwords
5. Retargeting and remarketing
6. Automated outbound campaigns
7. Performance tracking
1. Building a reputation online
Which one would you trust?
Prospects seek validation at times, and they are not always going
to trust your word. They want to know what other businesses
that used your product have to say. A strong review base gives
your MSP business credibility within the community. Needless to
say, reviews play an important role in prospects’ decision-making
processes.
Here are a few ways to garner some solid reviews for your
MSP business:
•
•
•

Insert a link automatically after a ticket is closed
Offer an incentive to those who provide you with a review
After offering a service, send a link to your client where they
can add a review to your business
Subject: [Open conversation]
Hi [First Name],
I am happy that we could help.
Our team would really appreciate if you could leave a review
about your experience with [Your Business] here [Insert
Link] it should only take about 2-3 minutes to complete,
thank you in advance!

Lead Generation
2. Website optimization
A good website is like a business card: A quick run through and prospects can judge the credibility of your business.
More importantly, how can a prospect trust your IT services if you don’t even have a decent website, right?
To give yourself a head start, use website templates; it’s quick and cost effective. However, almost everyone is using
templates—even your competitors. That’s why you can’t just use a template and be done with it.
Optimize your website to provide a user experience that brings them closer to the bottom of the funnel.

So, what makes for a good website?
Have a clear call to action
As the name suggests, a call to action, or CTA, is an interactive element like a button or a link that leads to the next
step in the visitor’s experience. Basically, marketers can prompt the user to take actions as per their wants.
Naturally, when you lack a clear CTA, visitors would have no clue what to do next. With no actionable direction, users
will bounce off your website in a jiffy. To convert website traffic into genuine leads, ensure your CTA is visible across the
whole page.
Here’s one way to do it.

Be device friendly
Websites should be mobile friendly, agreed. However, it shouldn’t be limited to just that. The aim should be to provide
a seamless user experience irrespective of the device used to access the website. Whether it’s tablets, desktops, or
smartphones — offer an omnichannel experience.
Basically, your message can have the same impact across a wide audience. This certainly helps in scoring more leads
from your website traffic.

Lead Generation
Track visitor behavior
Tracking visitor behavior helps with damage control as well as prevents future disaster from occurring. Tools like
Hotjar let you track the movement of the cursor and the elements with which users interact the most (or least). The
data can be used to:
•
•
•

Identify the roadblocks that hinder visitor experience
Pinpoint features they love and hate
Improve the website conversion funnel

3. SEO
Search engine optimization is the process of getting traffic from organic search results on search engines. To put it
simply, ranking your web pages against specific keywords selected by the user.
If you think your business can do without SEO, here’s some perspective: Nearly 93% of all internet traffic comes from
a search engine. Do you really want to miss out on that many potential leads?
Although SEO takes time, it’s free. Keep these basic SEO tips in mind and you could fetch great leads.
•
•
•

Mention the focus keyword on every web page at least once
The max mentions should be around six to seven. Google frowns on pages that have too many keyword
mentions, or as it likes to call it, keyword stuffing
Don’t forget to mention the focus keyword on the page description and title

Lead Generation
4. Adwords
Google’s in-house advertising platform, which allows businesses to place search results for their website on the
search engine page (SERP) by paying for them.
Adwords is like SEO on steroids – it’s faster, more effective, and gets your pages instant visibility. The flipside is it’s not
free. However, if done properly, Adwords can get you a good flow of leads.
Before getting to the Adword basics, decide what kind of campaign you want to run.
Keyword-based campaign
Using specific keywords and location advertise pages to a specific group of people. This level of personalization gives
you visibility among relevant prospects.

Competitor campaign
Rank your pages against your competitor’s keywords. For instance, if somebody searches for your competitor, your
ads will be shown. It’s a great tactic to take away your competitor’s leads.

Once you zero in on the campaign, start Adwords:
•
•
•
•
•

Create a free account on Google Adwords
Research keywords that match with the services you offer
Run three to four campaigns for A/B testing
Set daily budgets
Ensure each campaign has a unique and relevant landing page. A clear CTA, customer testimonials, and a user
friendly form are all hallmarks of a great landing page.

Lead Generation
5. Retargeting and Remarketing
Retargeting, a.k.a remarketing, is a type of online advertising that helps close the loop by targeting ads to users who
bounce off your website. Based on user behavior, segment visitors and send highly personalized and relevant ads. In
fact, retargeting leads can increase your conversion rate by 147%.
Retargeting is easy and cost-effective along with being self-sufficient once it’s set up. The following flowchart shows
you just how easily retargeting works.

AD

BUY

6. Automated outbound campaigns
Automated outbound efforts save sales teams from the clutches of manual prospecting. Drafting and sending
messages to prospects manually is taxing and drains resources. Instead, build a list and shoot off messages
automatically so your sales team can focus on the core tasks.
It works perfectly for MSPs of all sizes. Smaller MSPs with limited by sales personnel can get more done with less,
while larger firms can cut costs and save time on clerical tasks, saving thousands of dollars on overhead.
Try out these tools to effectively automate your outbound campaign.
Growbots
Growlabs

7. Performance tracking
While making the right marketing investment is nice, actually being able to prove your investment is paying off is far
more useful. Tracking allows you to make smart marketing choices by determining how much each element in the
start-to-finish model is costing and make adjustments accordingly.
Analytics tools have reduced the effort it takes to track marketing efforts. Simply add cookies or tracking codes to
your campaign and get real-time performance insights.
For instance, add tracking code to landing pages for finding out the traffic source. Re-adjust your marketing efforts to
attract traffic from that specific source to generate potential leads.

Conclusion
Your lead generation is only as strong as your sales process. There’s no point if your sales team is clueless
about how to convert leads. Ensure you have a solid sales process in place before you start with lead
generation.
Even more importantly, however, change, tweak, and repeat. Track data consistently to foresee trends and
challenges and reinvent your sales and marketing efforts. Ultimately, the longevity of your business
relies on how effectively you can adapt to a rapidly changing market.

About Pulseway
Pulseway is a mobile-first RMM software and is used by 4500 MSPs around the world. It helps MSPs look after their customer’s
IT infrastructure on-the-go.

If you need any other assistance related to sales and marketing contact marketing@pulseway.com
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